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Research Vision and Goals 

• DDDAS approach to Catalyze the development of Computational 
Dynamic Integration of Motion and Neural Data  

– to Capture Human Behavior 

• Create Dynamic Data Driven Analytics (DDDA) 

– Computational methods and technology  

– Computational understanding of neuromotor dynamics 

• Apply DDDAS  methods and technology 
– Decipher the dynamic role of brain activations in the form of large scale cortical networks as 

facilitators of sustained attention and their modulation under conditions of mental fatigue and stress  

• Lead to development of new computational  

      methods for quantifying attention in operators of  

      systems in high-stress environments  



Coupling Motion and Neural Data 

1) Create new robust real time algorithms for 

• facial features, movement patterns, eyelid closure and blinking 
using a single camera;  

2) Develop new network models to  

• quantify the dynamic connection between different cognitive 
brain networks associated with attention;  

3) Design a dynamic run-time environment for Computational 
Integration of: 
•  real-time motion data 

•  neural data and 

•  the control aspects of the operator-machine symbiotic system to dynamically simulate 
the levels of attention under conditions of heavy cognitive load, mental fatigue, and 

stress.  

4) Quantification limited by crude acquisition methods and lack of     
 coupled brain-movement  computational methods 

 

 



Transforming Neuromotor Sciences 
Through Computational Methods 

Current 

• Static / simplistic   

• Subjective observational 
scoring systems  

• Limited brain-body data 
analytics 

• Hypothesis limited 

 

Proposed 

• Dynamic / quantitative  

• Objective stochastic data driven approach   
to discover self-emerging patterns 

• Integrated high dimensional spectro-
spatio-temporal brain activity and high 
dimensional complex movement analytics  

 

 Proposed Computational Methods will: 
 

• LIBERATE:  Paradigms from simple and stereotyped to complex 
and naturalistic 
 

• REVOLUTIONIZE:  From “Body  Brain” to “Brain  Body”  
 



3D Facial/Upper Body Movement Estimation 
Brain Signal Analysis 
Extraction of Parameters 

DDDAS Coupled Signals 
              

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thrust 1 

Proposed Research Plan 

DDDAS Recognition of Coupled Activity Based on Parameters 

Naturalistic  Movement 
Complex Brain Activity 
High Dimensional Coupling 

Thrust 2 

Understanding & Characterization of Attention 

Improved Understanding of Attention under conditions of 
a) heavy cognitive load 
b) mental fatigue 
 c)  stress 
  

Thrust 3 



Research Plan 

1. Brain Data 
 MEG: Magnetoencephalography Data 
• Miniscule Magnetic fields caused by brain activity 
• Best combination of resolution: 1ms, 1cm, 1-300 Hz  
• Gold Standard for Brain Activity                                

 EEG: Electroencephalography Data 
• Measures scalp’s electrical activity due to brain activity 
• Worse spatial resolution and more noisy than MEG 
• Not optimal for faces (noise from muscles) 
• Significant preparation burden 
• Portable and cheaper  

 EMG: Muscle Activity Measurements  
• Single muscle, cumbersome 

2. Optical Video 
 HD video,300fps for coupled and synchronized movement 

capture 

3. Optical Stimulus 
 Visual Attention Tasks 

!
!

2.1.1 Capturing MEG, EEG and Visual Signals  

In the following we will present the types of signals and their parameterization as a result of the 
synchronous measurement of dynamic brain activity and body movement. The first type of signals 

measure dynamic brain activity based on MEG and EEG, while the second type measure movements 

based on vision cameras. Fig. 3 shows an experimental setup of MEG and Cameras, and EEG and 
cameras.! 

MEG and EEG Signals: Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a high fidelity, noninvasive medical imaging 

modality for measuring neuronal activity in the human brain with safety and high temporal resolution. 
Using sensors surrounding the head, a MEG system measures the weak electromagnetic fields 

emanated from neurons as electrical currents flow through them. Due to its high temporal resolution 
which is in the order of milliseconds, the timescale at which neurons communicate, MEG can follow the 

rapid neural activity reflecting ongoing communication between different areas in the brain. The ability to 

monitor neuronal activation at the millisecond time scale comes at a cost of lower spatial resolution 
(approximately 1 cm), compared to a few millimeters with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). 

Compared to MEG, EEG measures the electrical scalp potentials with similar temporal but even less 
accurate spatial resolution, due to the inhomogeneous conductivity of the head scalp.  

   One of the current challenges in MEG is to determine the location of electric activity within the brain 

from the induced magnetic fields measured outside the head. To make inferences about the brain activity 
that gives rise to a set of MEG measurements, one has to find the neuronal current source configuration 

that explains the MEG measurements, ie. to solve the so called inverse problem. The primary difficulty is 
that the inverse problem is ill-defined and, hence, there are infinite possible "correct" answers. Inverse 
methods for MEG can be roughly categorized into two classes: imaging methods and dipole 
fitting/scanning methods. The imaging approaches are based on the assumption that the primary sources 

are intracellular currents in the dendritic trunks of cortical pyramidal neurons that are aligned normally to 

the cortical surface. Consequently, a tessellated representation of the cerebral cortex is extracted from a 
coregistered MR image and the inverse problem is solved for a current dipole located at each vertex of 

the surface. In this case, since the position and orientation of the dipoles are fixed, image reconstruction 
is a linear problem and can be solved using standard techniques. The dipole fitting or scanning methods 

assume that the sources consist of only a few activated regions, each of which can be represented by an 

equivalent current dipole of unknown location and orientation. The standard approach to localization is to 
perform a least squares fit of the dipole model to the data (15). More recently, scanning methods have 

been developed that are also based on the dipole model, but involve scanning a source volume or 
surface and detecting sources at those positions at which the scan metric produces a local peak (16). 
Examples of these methods include the MUSIC (MUltiple Signal Classification) algorithm (17) and the 
LCMV (Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance) beamformer (18). 

   The integration of MEG movement signals with behavioral data (optical motion capture of hands and 

face; electromyography (EMG)) requires neural signals of interest to be localized and extracted from 
ongoing brain activity during task processing.  MEG localization methods first identify significant areas of 

brain activity using beamformer based spatial filter methods (19, 20).  Using these methods, we have 
previously shown excellent sensitivity to motor signals across developmental ages (21, 22), and in the 

context of a variety tasks and clinical populations (23). 

   It is generally thought that MEG is most sensitive to current flow in the dendritic processes of pyramidal 
cells of layer IV of the cortex, in the banks of sulci (as opposed to radially-oriented cells in the gyral 

crown). As the hand primary motor area is located in area 3b (with the hand area located at 
approximately ½ the depth of the Central Sulcus), MEG is well suited to examine hand motor activity.  

!

!

Figure 3 Acquisition of MEG/EEG and movement signals. From left to right: Recording MEG signals using a CTF 
device; mapping MEG spectral components on the brain; EEG recordings and movement signals with an off-the-
shelf camera-based system.  
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Advantage of MEG vs. fMRI 

Iannetti and Wise (2007). Magnetic resonance in medicine. 



MEG is Ideal Because: 
• Non-invasive. 
• Spatial Resolution is superior to EEG and on par with fMRI 
• Temporal resolution is superior to fMRI 
• With MEG - Motor function can be spatially separated from muscle artifact   
• With EEG – Motor function cannot be spatially separated from muscle artifact 
                       Pilot Data: Rutgers / CHOP “Localization Challenge”:  
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Research Plan 
Overview of Our DDDAS Approach 



Why Complex Coupled Neuro-Motion Data (CCNM)? 
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Visually-guided Stimuli example 

An on-screen cursor as a visual feedback: Initiates, guides and corrects movement 



Why CCNM Data? 

Current Barriers  
Constraint:  Simplistic Movements 

EMG (single muscle; varying temporal difference between the  

EMG burst and the movement) 

Liberation  Study of Naturalistic Complex 
Movements and the Brain 

Revolutionizing the Science 

The spectrum of 
movement 
variability. 



MEG and Stimulus Coupled MEG and Movement Parameter Data  

!
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2.1.1 Capturing MEG, EEG and Visual Signals  

In the following we will present the types of signals and their parameterization as a result of the 
synchronous measurement of dynamic brain activity and body movement. The first type of signals 

measure dynamic brain activity based on MEG and EEG, while the second type measure movements 

based on vision cameras. Fig. 3 shows an experimental setup of MEG and Cameras, and EEG and 
cameras.! 

MEG and EEG Signals: Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a high fidelity, noninvasive medical imaging 

modality for measuring neuronal activity in the human brain with safety and high temporal resolution. 
Using sensors surrounding the head, a MEG system measures the weak electromagnetic fields 

emanated from neurons as electrical currents flow through them. Due to its high temporal resolution 
which is in the order of milliseconds, the timescale at which neurons communicate, MEG can follow the 

rapid neural activity reflecting ongoing communication between different areas in the brain. The ability to 

monitor neuronal activation at the millisecond time scale comes at a cost of lower spatial resolution 
(approximately 1 cm), compared to a few millimeters with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). 

Compared to MEG, EEG measures the electrical scalp potentials with similar temporal but even less 
accurate spatial resolution, due to the inhomogeneous conductivity of the head scalp.  

   One of the current challenges in MEG is to determine the location of electric activity within the brain 

from the induced magnetic fields measured outside the head. To make inferences about the brain activity 
that gives rise to a set of MEG measurements, one has to find the neuronal current source configuration 

that explains the MEG measurements, ie. to solve the so called inverse problem. The primary difficulty is 
that the inverse problem is ill-defined and, hence, there are infinite possible "correct" answers. Inverse 
methods for MEG can be roughly categorized into two classes: imaging methods and dipole 
fitting/scanning methods. The imaging approaches are based on the assumption that the primary sources 

are intracellular currents in the dendritic trunks of cortical pyramidal neurons that are aligned normally to 

the cortical surface. Consequently, a tessellated representation of the cerebral cortex is extracted from a 
coregistered MR image and the inverse problem is solved for a current dipole located at each vertex of 

the surface. In this case, since the position and orientation of the dipoles are fixed, image reconstruction 
is a linear problem and can be solved using standard techniques. The dipole fitting or scanning methods 

assume that the sources consist of only a few activated regions, each of which can be represented by an 

equivalent current dipole of unknown location and orientation. The standard approach to localization is to 
perform a least squares fit of the dipole model to the data (15). More recently, scanning methods have 

been developed that are also based on the dipole model, but involve scanning a source volume or 
surface and detecting sources at those positions at which the scan metric produces a local peak (16). 
Examples of these methods include the MUSIC (MUltiple Signal Classification) algorithm (17) and the 
LCMV (Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance) beamformer (18). 

   The integration of MEG movement signals with behavioral data (optical motion capture of hands and 

face; electromyography (EMG)) requires neural signals of interest to be localized and extracted from 
ongoing brain activity during task processing.  MEG localization methods first identify significant areas of 

brain activity using beamformer based spatial filter methods (19, 20).  Using these methods, we have 
previously shown excellent sensitivity to motor signals across developmental ages (21, 22), and in the 

context of a variety tasks and clinical populations (23). 

   It is generally thought that MEG is most sensitive to current flow in the dendritic processes of pyramidal 
cells of layer IV of the cortex, in the banks of sulci (as opposed to radially-oriented cells in the gyral 

crown). As the hand primary motor area is located in area 3b (with the hand area located at 
approximately ½ the depth of the Central Sulcus), MEG is well suited to examine hand motor activity.  
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Figure 3 Acquisition of MEG/EEG and movement signals. From left to right: Recording MEG signals using a CTF 
device; mapping MEG spectral components on the brain; EEG recordings and movement signals with an off-the-
shelf camera-based system.  

 

Coupled Neuro-Motion Data Challenges 
  

 Coupled, Big, Sparse, Heterogeneous, Dynamic, Multiscale, Multidimensional 

Big Data: Several TB per subject 



Challenges and Opportunities: 

– Create controlled stimuli to allow interaction with subjects  
• Capture of real people for improved emotion realism  

• Pointing on static and dynamic targets 

– Design to measure interactions between attention, fatigue and 
stress  

Mixed reality for Controlled Stimuli 



Research Plan 

3D Facial Movement Parameter Analysis/Estimation 
3D Upper Body Movement Parameter Estimation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Challenges  
– High frame rate (300fps)  
– Detect Micro-movements 
– Detailed Multi-Scale Motion 

Dynamics 
– Relevant Parameters 
– 3D Analysis 
– Coupling with MEG 
– Complex Environment 
– Real Time Analysis 
– Current methods do not work 

Challenging Visual Signal Analysis  



x(t) 

y(t) z(t) 

 Brain networks span several data dimensions (multiple cortical sources, 
interactions  across frequencies, temporal dynamics) 

Mining sparse brain data/regions for precise estimation of neural signals 

Multivariate and complex dynamic structure of MEG data  

 Detection of brain networks and dynamic interactions 

Challenging Brain Signal Analysis 

Sparse Stochastic Dynamic Graph-Based 
Methods 

Representative Methods 

Severe Limitations  in the absence of CCNM 



  Traditional Sequence Modeling Approaches  

– Unable to model  Complex  Brain data 

 

 

Revolutionizing the Understanding of                       
Brain Computations 

Recognition of Activity based on CCNM (Neuro-Motion) Data 

CCNM 



 Discover New Dynamic Data Driven Approaches/Solutions:  

1.Fully-connected stochastic models e.g. CRFs 

2.Dynamic stochastic hypergraph methods 

3.Sparse dynamic approaches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Outcomes: 

– Importance of timing between brain and movement 

– Discovery of correlations between movement brain activity 

– Improved understanding of brain activity 

Revolutionizing the Understanding of Brain 
Computations 

Recognition of Activity based on CCNM Parameters 
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Understanding and Characterization of Attention:                                        
 A Transformative Approach 

Understanding of CCNM in Attention 

Relationship: 
• Finger movement and MEG 

signals in PD 
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CCNM studies :  

• Voluntary & 
Involuntary  Finger   
and Facial Movements 

• Recognizing and 
Parameterizing 
Movement 

• Coupling to  Brain 
Function 

• Interactive HCI Design 
to “Push Their 
Buttons” 

• Attention Quantitation 
 



 

Understanding and Characterization of Attention:                                        

 A Transformative Approach 

 

Relationship: 
• Facial movement and MEG signals   

in Attention 
CCNM studies :  

• Facial & Body Movements as Windows 
to Attention (Perception & Expression) 

• Recognizing and Parameterizing 
Movement 

• Coupling to Brain Function 

• Interactive HCI 

• Attention Quantification  

• sleep deprivation,sustained visual 
attention, random response to 
visual cues, and variable 
experimental difficulty  

Understanding of Facial Processing in Attention 



Transformative Innovations 

1. Big Data Analytics:  

• 5D Video (300fps in HD) x 5D Brain per scan (300 Ch):  2-3 TB per subject  

2. Stochastic and Sparse Multivariate Methods for  

• Multimodal, Multiscale, Heterogeneous and Dynamic Data Analysis 

• Sparse & Multimodal Data Reduction 

3. Novel Movement Recognition and Information Representation Methods 

• Reduced Parameter Representation 

4. LIBERATION:  

• Naturalistic and Complex Movement 

5. REVOLUTION:  

• Change the paradigm through coupling “Brain  Body” 

6. Novel DDDAS Methods of Computation for Attention Quantification 
• Let the biological  computer (brain) teach us about: 
• Big Data, Efficient Data Reduction, Sparsity, Representations,                      

Dynamic Networks, Stochasticity, Causality, Movement 



AFOSR IMPACT 
• Cognitive multiscale modeling  

– prediction and detection of mental fatigue  

– prediction of the remaining time for an effective/safe operation of 
a system 

– Impact to 
• Air traffic controllers  

• Pilots, 

• Operators of unmanned vehicles  

• Unobtrusively and objectively  
– detect neurobehavioral problems involving elevated levels of 

fatigue and stress  

• Theory or system that characterizes  
– all the stages of attention and fatigue 

– especially the early stages  
– Improved info-symbiosis between the system and its operator 

• Veterans 
– Attention and Traumatic brain injury  

– Ability to process information, anxiety and memory loss 

– Post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, and violent behavior 

– Quality of Life improvement 

 

 



Other AFOSR/DOD IMPACT 

• Human Centered Computing and Control 

– Brain-Controlled Prosthetic Devices 

– Human-Robot Interaction 

– Human-Avatar Interaction 

• Language Representations 

• Homeland security 

– Phenotype of the Criminal Mind 

– Lie Detection, Criminal Behaviors 

• Novel Computer Architectures and 
Reduced Information Representation  

– Bioinspired 



Creating CCNM DDDAS Science 

• DDDAS: Quantitative, computational paradigm for the 
study of coupled brain activity and motor movements 

• Multimodal, Dynamic and Multiscale Integration to 

– Understand complex neuromotor interactions 

– Discover bioinspired brain and movement representations  

• Longitudinal analysis of neuro-movement Attention 
pathway 

• Revolutionary Ecological validity through 

– noninvasive capture of synchronized complex  

    brain and natural movements 



Management Plan 
Addressing Challenges of Collaboration 

• How to coordinate research activities? 
– Biweekly meetings of thrust sub-teams 

– Shared supervision of students and scientists 

– Use of common protocols/activities/data 

• How to assess progress and find new opportunities? 
– Monthly management team conferences  

– Regular (annual and quarterly) interaction with External Advisory Board 

– Organized workshops at relevant CS and domain conferences 

– Organize annual workshop of leaders at Rutgers 

– Additional collaborations through the extended support-letter collaborators 

• How to ensure all PIs have resources needed? 
– Data: RU-managed repository with protocols and technology to distribute 

– Research outputs: RU-managed plan and personnel to extend technologies 
across sites 

– Form a Neuro-Computation and Neuro-Modeling group  



Knowledge Transfer, Education and Outreach 

• Interdisciplinary CCNM course 
development 

• Online & Live courses:  inter-campus 
videoconferencing over the internet  

• Summer school for novices   
• Comprehensive evaluation plan  
• Open Source Toolkit 

Education 

• CS and Attention/ 
Neurocomputing conference 
visibility 

• Workshops  
• Data repository and open-               

source methods  

Academic Communities 



Research Summary 

DDDAS Research on 
1) Coupled Dynamic Bio-networks (Brain) and 

Movement Research 
• Novel Sensors 
• Novel methods 
• First attempt towards such a coupled analysis 
 

2) Study Attention in detail at levels not possible 
previously 

• Create a new DDDAS computational model 
 

3) Important AFOSR applications 

  
 
 



Thank you! 

Questions? 


